
Anxiety

Modern Mental Health, And What The Bible Adds



Empty Places
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• He sang of Empty Places

A lonely lighthouse down by the sea

Empty Places

Like those inside of me

Kelly Lynn Gitter

Singing The Song
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Overview

• What is anxiety?

– Mental Health – In a context of sin

– Helpful benefits vs Complication and Disorders 

• The Bible

– Anxiety in the context of sin

– Being a child of God – puts threats in perspective

– Examples

• New Testament Passages and Mental Health  
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Modern Psych

• Start here because …

– It shapes much of our understanding about 

anxiety

– Influences how we try to cope with what we are 

experiencing

– Shapes what we tend to seek out as coping 

strategies
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Our Experience

• Worry

• Feel nervous

• Hyper-alert, hyper-vigilant

• Distracted – may not think clearly

– Preoccupied with what one is anxious about

– Overly focused on failure and what could happen

• May be physically overwhelmed 

– Muscle tension, even tremors

• Afraid harm might come to us
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What is Anxiety?

• Encounter something 

threatening

• Fight – Flight –

Freeze response

• Two components

• Physiological 

response

• Cognitive – meaning, 

what we think
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Anxiety 

Can Serve Us

• Physical component

– Extra speed to run

– Extra strength to fight

• Mental component

– Extra alert

– Faster reflexes

– Think more quickly

• Motivation

– Try harder
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Negative Impact

• Anxiety level is mild –

function near our best 

• High anxiety, may have 

difficulty carrying out the 

simplest activities

– “Paralyzed” just can’t do 

anything

– Decreased efficiency, poor 

performance

• May avoid situations that 

make them anxious9



Anxiety 

Disorders

• Too much anxiety

– Physical changes overwhelming

– Never stops, no down time

• Bad learning – bad thoughts

– See things that aren’t really dangerous as threatening

• Extreme, chronic anxiety that disturbs mood, 

thought, behavior and/or physiological activity

• Undermines functioning rather than helping

• Usually grows worse without treatment
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Modern Cultural

Reality

• Many people – constant or near constant, 

high levels of arousal/anxiety response

– Often results in adrenal fatigue

• Seek stress

– High self-expectations and self-criticism

– Generate higher energy

– Get more done, be successfull
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Anxiety and Sin

• Psychology Perspective

– Should only feel occasionally – during extreme 

threats

– Once, just before you die

• The Bible adds:

– Death, a result of the curse because of sin

– Real threats only begin to occur when death is a 

possibility 

– 1 John 4:18 – fear has to do with punishment
12
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Psych Coping

Strategies CV19

• Distract yourself

• Mindful meditation

• Keep regular schedule

• Spend time on a hobby

• Productive – complete home chore checklist

• Exercise

• Safe volunteer activities
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Complications

• Distract yourself

– Other psych research shows, not acknowledging 

a feeling makes it stronger

– Common sense asks what purpose this serves –

how much of our entertainment falls in this 

category

• Other strategies not necessarily bad, but –

Question – how do we prioritize the list
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Psychology

Recommends

• Increased self-awareness

• Relaxation strategies

– Deep breathing

– Meditation

• Self-mastery – control our emotions

– Manage our activities with consistent routines

– Establish predictability – sense of control
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Thought Based

Therapy

• Help patient think more accurately 

– See mistakes/exaggerations in thoughts

– Identify and practice more accurate ways of thinking

• Get direction from therapist if necessary

• Support

– Teach/remind them of appropriate ways to think about 

problems

– Positive coping scripts that can be repeat to oneself
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Behavior –

Physical 

• Medications to alter physiology

• Provide space from anxiety provoking situations or 

stimuli

• Temporarily avoid anxiety triggers

• Teach acting brave behaviors

– Systematic desensitization

– In conjunction with therapy
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Summary

• Many of us live in a frequent, even constant

state of anxiety

• Society – our culture – encourages this

• Even modern psychology recognizes this is

not good

• Crisis – uncertain times – this is exaggerated

• Solutions – all depend on what we can/will do
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What The 

Bible Adds

• We worship God

• God is all powerful

• God Loves us

• As Christians – we have a relationship with

God
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The Bible Tells Us

The Most High is sovereign over the kingdoms of men and 

gives them to whomever He wishes and sets over them the 

lowliest of men. I will bless the Most High and praise and honor 

Him who lives forever. His dominion is an eternal dominion, 

and His kingdom endures from generation to generation. He 

regards all the inhabitants of the earth as nothing, and does as 

He pleases with the host of heaven and the inhabitants of the 

earth. No one can hold back His hand or say to Him: "What 

have You done?" I praise, exalt, and honor the King of heaven, 

for all His works are true, and all His ways are just, and He is 

able to humble those who walk in pride. 

(Daniel 4:17, 34–35, 37)
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When God’s 

People …

• Hear this, and all the other statements about 

who God is, and the power he holds

• Read scriptures that describe his love for us

• Do we believe what we read?

• Do we focus adequately on who God is?

• Does the way we live our lives reflect what 

we say that we believe?
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What the 

Bible Adds

• Examples

• A Command

• A Strategy
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Encounter Threat

• Judges 14: 5 – 6 

• 5 Samson went down to 

Timnah together with his father 

and mother. As they 

approached the vineyards of 

Timnah, suddenly a young lion 

came roaring toward him. 6The 

Spirit of the LORD came 

powerfully upon him so that he 

tore the lion apart with his bare 

hands as he might have torn a 

young goat.
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Samson

• Encounter something 

threatening

• The spirit of the Lord 

came upon him

• Nazirite from birth

• Inconsistent and 

strayed

• Responds powerfully 

when he turns to the 

Lord 26



David

• 1 Samuel

• Sees Goliath taunting 

the children of God

• Moves toward threat, 

not away

• Recalls past 

experiences

– The bear

– The lion

– Saved the sheep27



What we see in 

David’s Example

• Anointed king

• Man after God’s own 

heart

• Followed God in all 

but matter of 

Bathsheba

• Repeatedly seeks 

God’s direction 
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But They Were

Bible Heroes

• Certainly shouldn’t expect God to do what we 

ask for in all those situations

• The strength He gives is to serve His

purposes, not ours

• Old testament – the Spirit of God came on 

him
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Believers

• Relationship with Jesus Christ

– Romans 8:39 39neither height nor depth, nor 

anything else in all creation, will be able to 

separate us from the love of God that is in Christ 

Jesus our LORD.

– 1 John 4:18 18There is no fear in love. But 

perfect love drives out fear, because fear has to 

do with punishment. The one who fears is not 

made perfect in love.

– John 15:4 Abide in Me, and I in you
30

http://www.biblica.com/en-us/bible/online-bible/niv/romans/8/
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The Verses We

All Think About

• Philippians 4:6-7
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NASB

• 6 Be anxious for nothing, but in everything by 

prayer and supplication with thanksgiving let 

your requests be made known to God. 7 And 

the peace of God, which surpasses all [ a ] 

comprehension, will guard your hearts and 

your minds in Christ Jesus.
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NIV

• 6 Do not be anxious about anything, but in 

every situation, by prayer and petition, with 

thanksgiving, present your requests to God. 
7 And the peace of God, which transcends all 

understanding, will guard your hearts and 

your minds in Christ Jesus.
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NLT: 

New Living Translation

• Don’t worry about anything; instead, pray 

about everything. Tell God what you need, 

and thank him for all he has done. Then you 

will experience God’s peace, which exceeds 

anything we can understand. His peace will 

guard your hearts and minds as you live in 

Christ Jesus.
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KJV

• 6 Be careful for nothing; but in every thing by 

prayer and supplication with thanksgiving let 

your requests be made known unto God. 7 

And the peace of God, which passeth all 

understanding, shall keep your hearts and 

minds through Christ Jesus.
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What Many

Think/Expect
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6 Be anxious for 

nothing, but in 

everything by prayer 

and supplication with 

thanksgiving let your 

requests be made 

known to God. 7 And 

the peace of God, 

which surpasses all 

comprehension, will 

guard your hearts and 

your minds in Christ 
Jesus.

What We 

Really Need
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Matthew Henry

• Be careful for nothing — meden merimnate

– The same expression that Jesus uses in  Mt. 6:25

– Take no thought for your life

– “Therefore I tell you, do not worry about your life, what 

you will eat or drink, or about your body, what you will 

wear.  Is not life more important than food …

• That is, avoid anxious care and distracting thought 

in the wants and difficulties of life

• It is the duty and interest of Christians to live without 

care. 
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http://www.biblestudytools.com/matthew/6-25.html


Care

• This relates to the thought component of 

anxiety, in modern psychology 

• There is a care of diligence which is our duty, 

and consists in a wise forecast and due 

concern 

• Contrast that with the “care” of diffidence and 

distrust which is our sin and folly

– This perplexes and distracts the mind

– Makes us unfit for his service
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The Corrective

Prayer

• Not praying “make me stop worrying  …” 

• Constant prayer

– In everything 

– Supplication 

– With thanksgiving 

• Let your requests be made known to God. 

– Not only official times for prayer

– Every particular emergency: In everything

– When anything burdens our spirits 40



Think Properly

• God is sovereign

– The antidote against perplexing care 

• All powerful – verses

• Not recognizing his power is doubt – source 

of sin
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Two Elements

• Link to the loving, omnipotent creator

• Changes our thinking

– Like Cognitive Behavior Therapy almost 2000 

years before

– Modern treatment that focuses on changing how 

we think about the things that worry us 

(correcting thought errors)

– Better – because we are correcting to the 

absolute truth
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Bible.org

• A family had put their Grandma on her first 

plane flight, but she hadn’t been very 

confident about the experience of leaving the 

ground on this contraption. When they met 

her at the airport on her return, one of the 

family members kidded her by asking, “Well, 

did the plane hold you up okay?” She 

grudgingly replied, “Well, yes,” and then 

quickly added, “But I never did put my full 

weight down on it!” 43



Grandma Applied

• Many Christians are like that Grandma. The 

truth is, they’re being sustained completely by 

God, but they’re afraid to put their full weight 

down on Him. As a result, they’re plagued by 

anxiety and aren’t able to enjoy the flight.
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Resource

• Talk about faith/doubt/action

• https://kenboa.org/living-out-your-faith/fear-

faith-can-i-manage-my-

mindset/?inf_contact_key=6d66b257a5a4859

58bacd25ee9fab242680f8914173f9191b1c02

23e68310bb1
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